This being the last issue of The Tech for 1967, we would like to take the opportunity to honor some notable achievements of the past year. These dubious distinctions are awarded in the holy spirit, and we hope you are accepted in the same sense.

The people-who-live-in-glass-houses awards. The Harvard-MIT IFC for its ringing condemnation of the National Interfraternity Conference as a do-nothing organization. The LBI Memorial Guidelines Awards. The GSE for dramatic pre-Christmas tuition raise announcement. (Also known as the Merry Christmas Award.)

The Harvey Norman Award: To the Coop for making the 10 percent discount as obsolete as the $2.50 pound.

The Anthony “Blow-up” Award: To Hans Hesse of whose art never quite got off the ground.

The Emmy: To Dr. Jerome Lettvfn for becoming the Johnny Carson of National Review.

The Sergeant York Award: To Mayor Daniel Hayes of Cambridge for his never-ending battle against Hippies.

By Barry Mitnick

The headline for “The War,” the Richard Lester film which opened at the Beacon Hill last Thursday, is anti-war, is a facet of less consequence. The initial reviews have been good, not necessarily because the critics were going to swallow the film whole; many people might consider opening the hand, distributional hand, many people.
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122. The Christmas spirit has evidently touched someone in room 6211. On the door that room are holiday greetings in 19 different languages. However, a red-blooded American, who might have trouble figuring out the message written on the door, or those not one of the 19 languages.

123. The Committee on Curriculum is quietly considering the establishment of a management curriculum to be number 18. 571. If the course is approved, Management majors may be able to take it in lieu of the Institute Lab requirement.

124. On the morning of the announcement of the tuition increase, the following note was found on a desk in the Public Relations Office when the student arrived at work: “But I’m not worth $2.50 an hour.”

125. One staff member of The Tech, a senior narrowly eking out the 10 percent discount, recently received his de- ferment. valid until June 1968. In the past, the upperclassman who received a deferment on the basis of academic excellence, could not get much higher than a 50 percent income. This being the last issue of The Tech

This is not a magazine for everyone. It is intended for becoming the Johnny Carson of National Review.
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